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FRESH DECORATING: MODERN EXOTIC

“I love artful lighting,” says 
designer Samantha Farjo, 
“It has a massive impact and 
sets the overall tone.” Case 
in point: the dining room’s 
vintage starburst 
chandelier. A long 
mahogany table and 
leather chairs provide 
a subdued yet elegant 
counterpoint. Table, 
John Poole Antiques & 
Design; chairs, sculptures 
(on sideboard), Elte; vase, 
West Elm; orbs (on table), 
HomeSense; chandelier, 
Kantelberg + Co.; artwork 
by Max Regenberg, 
Corkin Gallery.
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IN WITH THE NEW IN WITH THE NEW 
BOLD STROKES OF JEWEL-TONED COLOUR AND ECLECTIC 
PATTERNS REVIVE A STATELY TORONTO HOME FOR THE 
LAID-BACK LIFESTYLE OF A YOUNG FAMILY. 

Text by JEREMY FREED  |  Photography by ALEX LUKEY

Tall arched windows 
and handsome 
panelling create a 
grand backdrop in 
the living room. 
Pillows in assorted 
prints lend the 
formal architecture a 
lighthearted attitude. 
Sofas, rug, black vase 
(with flowers), Elte; 
yellow, green and 
light blue pillows, 
Snob; pendant light, 
pink pillow, coffee 
table, Kantelberg + Co.; 
drapes, Starlight 
Drapery; artwork 
by Frank Mädler, 
Corkin Gallery.
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“MODERN” HAS A BAD RAP in some circles. While 
its gospel of simplicity and the bright, airy spaces it 
creates fill our dream home Pinterest boards, it’s often 
accused of being more chic than comfy. At the end of 
the day, what you really want is a soft spot to flop — 
something that’s hard to do in an Eames moulded-
plywood chair. This was the dilemma Andrea and 
Dave Armstrong set out to solve, with the help of 
Toronto designer Samantha Farjo, in redesigning 
their four-bedroom abode in one of the city’s sought-
after neighbourhoods. 

As admirers of livable modern design, Andrea and 
Dave wanted a space that felt current but was still 
cosy with lots of personality — not to mention practical 
for a family with two young boys and a hound dog. 
“We’re very casual people; we don’t like ‘cold,’” says 
Andrea, an accountant and enthusiastic amateur 
photographer. “We wanted it to be modern while 
remaining as classic as possible.” This timeless-meets-
modern aesthetic is reflected throughout the two-
storey house. Grand mouldings with old world elegance 
dress up rooms that are edited down to a few carefully 
chosen pieces, leaving lots of room to play (and grow). 
In the kitchen, antiqued-brass pulls introduce a dash 
of patina to white Caesarstone surfaces, and colourful, 
bohemian throw pillows lend warmth and whimsy to 
the family room’s comfy charcoal sectionals. “I think 
we achieved a laid-back vibe while still keeping the 
house polished,” says Samantha.

The couple bought the 3,900-square-foot home 
in 2013. With its half-block walk to school for sons 
Ryan, 13, and Blake, 10, and its large backyard with 
a pool shaded by slender birch trees, the house met 
all of their criteria. It had been extensively renovated 
in 1999, but the previous owners’ tastes were decidedly 
more traditional, with ornate finishes and dark, 
cavernous spaces that Andrea immediately set out 
to remedy. She quickly tapped Samantha for the job; 
the pair have been friends since childhood and had 
worked together on the family’s previous house, as 
well as their Oxtongue Lake cottage.

While Dave, a lawyer, had his own short list of must-
haves for the house (comfortable seating, a big walk-in 
shower and a family room set up for watching sports 
on TV), Andrea and Samantha made most of the design 
decisions. Combining an accountant’s practicality with 
a photographer’s eye for colour and texture, Andrea 
filled the house with fun, funky accents that would set 
it apart from typical modern spaces. “Green is one of 
my favourite colours, so there’s a lot of green 

throughout the house,” she says, nodding to the 
living room’s tufted velvet sofa and the emerald silk 
drapes that emphasize the dining room’s soaring 
11-foot ceilings. 

Likewise the kitchen’s intricate, Moroccan-inspired 
tile backsplash delivers a jolt of high-contrast pattern. 
“The tile was love at first sight,” says Andrea. “I didn’t 
want to show Dave in case he nixed it! It’s the number 
one thing people comment on.” Black-cord Puerto 
barstools and lantern lighting over the island amp 
up the exotic energy even further. Every room, 
meanwhile, is absolutely livable for a busy family, 
with seating, flooring and finishes all chosen for a 
balance of durability and aesthetics. “Pizza? Not a 
problem!” Andrea says with a laugh, pointing to all 
the surfaces that are largely immune to spilled tomato 
sauce and mozzarella. Just as Dave test-drove every 
chair for comfort, Andrea had to make sure they were 
easy to clean. A showcase of contemporary art and 
design, certainly, but this house is first and foremost 
a family home.

ABOVE: A long-
standing friendship 
gave homeowner 
Andrea Armstrong 
(right) and Toronto 
designer Samantha 
Farjo a solid 
foundation for their 
collaboration. The 
Corkin Gallery is the 
source of most of the 
artwork in the home, 
including this piece by 
Andrés Marroquín. 
“Sam, together with 
Jane Corkin, helped 
train our eye,” says 
Andrea. “These are all 
pieces that mean 
something to us.”
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The lower-level family 
room off the kitchen is 
the hub of the home. 
Two large sectionals 
give it a loungey feel, 
while drum tables and 
a colourful patchwork 
rug have a mod 
Moroccan vibe. 
Samantha designed 
the discreet built-ins 
on either side of the 
TV to house 
electronics, board 
games and other 
essentials. Sofas, rug, 
lights, pillows, throw, 
drum tables, Elte; blue 
vase, West Elm;  wall 
colour, White Dove 
(OC-17), Benjamin 
Moore; artwork (on 
wall), Metropolis Living.

TREND
Modern MixModern Mix

GLOBAL SHAPES AND 
PATTERNS AGAINST 
A CLEAN BACKDROP
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Everything from watching TV to cooking 
to doing homework can take place in the 
open-plan kitchen and family room. 
The upper level was built out to allow for 
a breakfast area with banquette seating. 
“It also created space for this perfect desk 
and storage nook beside the family room,” 
says Samantha. Andrea’s desk abuts built-
ins that store her large photo printer, while 
a crawlspace beneath the breakfast area 
holds Christmas decor. Andrea credits the 
seamless integration of the glass wall and 
stairs to contractors Maurice Fuoco and 
William Campbell of The Fifth Wall. Desk 
chair, Hollace Cluny; black rubber chair, 
Elte; cabinetry, AB Custom Cabinets; vase, 
bookend, box (on desk), West Elm; sconces 
(in dining area), RH Restoration Hardware.
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LEFT: Andrea 
selected the 
polypropylene chairs 
and leather-look vinyl 
banquette in the 
breakfast nook for 
their modern lines 
and resilience to 
spilled food. Like all of 
the art in the house, 
the photographs of 
colourful fishing lures 
that hang above the 
banquette have 
personal significance. 
“My family is full of 
avid fishermen, so it 
seemed appropriate 
and fun,” Andrea 
says. Chairs, Hollace 
Cluny; flatware, 
plates, glasses, 
pitcher, Elte; artwork 
by Lori Newdick, 
Corkin Gallery.

RIGHT: The home’s classic white kitchen feels 
of-the-moment with exotic tile, warm metal finishes 

and lantern lighting. “The tiles are the big wow 
factor. They’re the showstoppers in here for sure,” 

says Andrea. Tiles, Saltillo Imports; stools, Hollace 
Cluny; faucet by Waterstone, Dupont Plumbing 

Supplies; cutting board (on island), pendant lights, 
Elte; artwork (on counter), Decorum Decorative Finds.

BOTTOM LEFT: Floating shelves wrap around 
a corner of the kitchen, creating an uninterrupted 
sense of flow. “The shelves give an opportunity to 
display accessories and artwork,” says Samantha. 

Black sconces illuminate the shelves and punctuate 
the tilework. Cabinetry, Catfish Design Build; 

hardware, Antique Door & Hardware; sconces, RH 
Restoration Hardware; rose-gold vase, West Elm; 

porcelain animals, Elte; pitcher, Indigo; antique 
silver vase, Aero Studios.

“THE TILE WAS 
LOVE AT FIRST 
SIGHT. IT’S THE 
NUMBER ONE 
THING PEOPLE 
COMMENT ON”
— Andrea Armstrong, 

homeowner 
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TOP RIGHT: A coat of paint brought the living room’s original ornate built-in shelves and fireplace into the 21st 
century. The desk does double duty as a workspace for Dave on weekends and a bar for parties. Desk, artwork 
(above mantel), brass vases (on desk), Elte; desk chair, Elte Mkt; side table, Crate & Barrel; accessories 
(on mantel), Avenue Road; fireplace colour, Black Iron (2120-20), Benjamin Moore. 
CENTRE RIGHT: The principal bedroom is the only carpeted room in the house. Samantha chose a deep 
charcoal grey for the silk drapes, walls, baseboards and credenza for a tone-on-tone look that’s subdued, but 
far from dreary. “The bedroom is quite large, so we wanted to give it a more intimate feel,” she says. “Using the 
same colour creates a cocoon-like environment.” Credenza, Catfish Design Build; mirror, Elte; vases, Avenue 
Road; bowl, Snob; wall colour, Kendall Charcoal (HC-166), Benjamin Moore.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Wood accents and a patchwork rug help the family room feel cosy. “The colour and pattern 
in the rug injects life and keeps the room from looking one-dimensional,” says Samantha. Table, Elte; book, 
Indigo; vase, wood and marble objet, West Elm.

Books on photography, cool vintage 
pieces and splashes of jewel-toned 
colour draw attention in the living room. 
Andrea credits Samantha’s keen eye in 
sourcing the mid-century modern 
bulrush-style floor lamp and orb 
chandelier. “I go into a store and see 10 
different lights, and they all look good to 
me,” she says. “Whereas Sam can go in 
and say, ‘These are the good ones for 
your space.’” Sofa, rug, black vase (with 
flowers), wishbone (on coffee table), light 
grey and blue pillows, Elte; chairs, Hollace 
Cluny; pendant light, green patterned 
pillow, Kantelberg + Co.; objets (on side 
table), Snob; floor lamp, Decorum 
Decorative Finds; artwork by Frank 
Mädler, Corkin Gallery; wall colour, White 
Dove (OC-17), Benjamin Moore.
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TOP LEFT: The floating vanity’s charcoal-veneered drawers connect 
the minimalist ensuite to the principal bedroom’s subdued palette. 
A horizontal mirror reflects the artwork behind it, and the sconces 

echo the ones in the kitchen, this time in polished metal for a lighter look. 
Vanity and mirror design, Samantha Farjo Design; vanity and mirror 

fabrication, AB Custom Cabinets; sconces, RH Restoration Hardware; vase, 
West Elm; soap dish, cup, Ginger’s. 

TOP RIGHT: The soft folds of full-height silk drapes and layers of warm, 
caramel tones enhance the serene, hotel-like feel in the principal bedroom. 

Bed, Distinct Furniture & Upholstery; pillows, throw, Elte; duvet cover, 
Au Lit Fine Linens; vase, West Elm; table lamp, Avenue Road. 

RIGHT: Dave wanted to recreate the spacious, well-appointed bathrooms 
found in boutique hotels, including a showstopping glassed-in shower and 

freestanding tub. A photograph of cherry blossoms printed on metal is a 
pretty touch and is also resistant to moisture. Tub, Dupont Plumbing 

Supplies; tiles, Saltillo Imports; towel, toiletries, Ginger’s; artwork, Elte.

“WE’RE VERY CASUAL 
PEOPLE; WE DON’T 

LIKE ‘COLD’”
— Andrea Armstrong, 

homeowner
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